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SUMMARY

The paper deals with the superconducting linear synchronous motor with application to the

propulsion system of a high-speed transportation maglev vehicle. The system is composed of

superconducting magnets (SCMs) on the vehicle and linear synchronous motor armature windings on

the ground. The suitable coordinate system on the speed control may be dq-axis fixed on the SCMs.

The system variables are formulated viewing from the dq0-axes and the block diagram is

constructed accordingly. A speed control system is then designed with appropriate disturbance

compensations included, and it is confirmed from computer simulations that it works well under
disturbed conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The superconducting linear synchronous motor (LSMs) is suitable for the propulsion of a high-

speed transportation maglev vehicle; the power factor and efficiency are kept high even for a large gap

between the superconducting magnets (SCMs) and the LSM armature windings.

There are mainly two types of operation for a synchronous motor in terms of the source voltage

determination: they are "separately-controlled type" and "self-controlled type". On the former, the

armature current flows in the circuit passively depending on the magnitude of the load. The current

phase lags or leads from the source voltage, which is determined from the magnitude _lation for the

applied voltage and the speed emf induced from the field. The load is often referred to using the

variable called load angle, because the phase angle between the applied voltage and the speed emf

increases monotonically as the load increases, where no load corresponds to zero load angle. If the

load exceeds the maximum value, which is called pullout power, then the motor loses synchronism.

On the other hand, the source voltage of the self-controlled type is generated in such a way that the

armature current flows in phase with the induced speed emf, which realizes zero lateral force, and high

power factor. The current always lags behind the source voltage. In this case, however, the phase

angle between the applied voltage and the induced speed emf never becomes zero for even no load.

Accordingly the load angle does not mean the load magnitude for this type, and then it does not have a

practical meaning. The applied voltage is produced by a variable voltage variable frequency (VVVF)

power source according to the signals from position detectors. Therefore, this operation never loses

synchronism _ lang as ,ho dotPotar i*,r_rlre no__na!!y Thi s honor dler,,,eeoe tho tr_trnont nf tho e_l¢_

controlled type linear synchronous motor.

Dawson et al. (ref. 1) discussed the fundamental characteristics of a superconducting LSM in a

three-phase coordinate system assuming a fundamental component of magnetic field, and constructed a

control system having vehicle speed and force angle as feedback signals, and voltage and frequency as
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manipulatedvariables. Maki et al. (ref. 2) showed detailed computer simulations of electrodynamic

variables in terms of three-phase coordinate system, but they did not refer to the combination with the

control system. Although lkeda presented a block diagram of the speed control system constructed in

dq-axes (ref. 3), it ended up with a qualitative discussion with respect to electrodynamic variables.

The author has presented an exact analysis of the propulsion system in dq0-axes with space harmonics

of magnetic field included, and defined the thrust coefficient (ref. 4), making it possible to understand

the characteristics quantitatively in a similar way as DC motor. The block diagram can be constructed

almost exactly as it is in the practical maglev vehicle by using mathematical modeling, where any

uncertainty is not retained in the formulation with respect to the propulsion system. Consequently, the

three-power converter system employed at the new test track of Japan Railway in Yamanashi, where

the propulsion power is supplied in sections from three inverters, is easily included in the block

diagram. In this paper, the analysis is shown using the configurations of the test vehicles developed

by Japan Railway.

ANALYSIS, MODELS, AND SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM

Propulsion force is provided by the interaction between the vehicle-borne SCMs and the armature

windings with air core on the guideway. The SCMs are arranged in a concentrated manner so that the

passenger cabin is not exposed into strong magnetic field, and at the same time the total weight of

SCM becomes minimum.

Figure 1 shows the first of two models we discuss here, which has three SCM's arranged with

two pole-pitch spaces in the longitudinal direction. The armature coil is installed in the form of two

layers of 240-degree coil pitch arrangement as shown in the figure. The other form of armature coil

has a single layer of 120-degree coil pitch, and it is treated as a special case for the 240-degree

configuration in the formulation. The coordinate systems (x,y,z) and (x',y', z') are fLxed on the

vehicle and the guideway, respectively. The electromagnetic field problem is formulated through two

stages: i) to derive the magnetic field equations considering the SCM as the source; ii) to formulate the

interaction between the armature currents and the SCM's, i.e., induced emf, and forces. The magnetic

field is derived by means of a magnetic vector potential or a magnetic scalar potential; the latter is

simple. The physical meaning of using the magnetic scalar potential is to regard the SCM as a

magnetic charge layer. Let the mmffunction of SCM array located at y = d, be f, (x,z), and then the

next equation holds

Ms = e, fs(x,z)/hs (1)

where M, is the magnetization vector, ey is the y-component unit vector, and h, is the thickness of

LSM armature
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Figure 1. LSM armature windings and onboard SCM's (Model 1)
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the SCM. Hencc thc magnctisation charge density is given by the divcrgencc,

P_ = -VMs (2)

If we assume that the thickness of the SCM is infinitely small,the magnetic scalar potential has a
Idiscontituity of magnitude as the dipole moment per unit area iPMhs = fs(x,z) at the double layer

(ref.5). Then the governing equations for the potential are written as

where

VzO,. = 0 (y _: d ) (3.a)
/" "O

[ O,.(x,y,z)- O',.(x,y,z) = L(x,z) (y = ds)
o , (3.b)

\O,.(x,y,z) + Om(x,y,z) 0 (y = d,)

_k, = I_ (Y >-ds)
[q_,. (y<_ds)

H s = (Hs_, Hsr, Hs_ ) = -Vq_,.

We then obtain the scalar magnetic potential as

°'i = Z

k=l,3,-- m=l,3,-- 2
where

a_ = nk /L , ct,, = ton/H , fl_ = _a/_kz+a. z

_ " _- c°s(3a:/2).sin(Sa, r/2 )32n,I, sin(ak )sm(a, ) cos(a:/2)a s (k,m) - _r2km

nsl s "mmfofSCM, Is , ws : length and width ofSCM, r • pole pitch.

+ a'(k'm)-sina_xcosct,, z" e _p_(r-d') (4)

The flux linkages of armature windings for the three phases, the length of which corresponds to one
section, are given by

N,,/2 ( 3r t. w a t.xt+r_.l._;tt_a -

_ °_u /-.., I j, 3_ t.. ! ,,. ,Uon,H_y ' * 2 2 2 n , c , , ,
-- ( _.,--2-2 -_ .-y

N a/2( 7r I. w. 3r l_w.- "
! U., +;+5--,_ f-7-4

n H " '" c, z'klx'd,' + ['x"-g-+*-_i_- n , c
_'v= Z--,)L. ' ,_t2_J;_./J0 , ,rtX,aa--_, ,-" -- J S, :.l;,H0 ,H,(x,d,+v,z')_lx'dz'

V /2( x r 1, . w. x llr 1o ,_ w "

= _-'Jf " g+2-_fS " n H (x',d c, '_'d ' f o,-q--z-rT n ..... c, z')d.x'd:'_w _|j r to ,lw./-'0 a sy ,2 " 2 + - -

'=' ("°'-g-g-_-T 2 Lo,_, k__13/ao °n_tx,a. +_-,

(5)
..... "v _'a Ao tltlt,, ltlUillO%,l Ul _,t_,/tl,_ V_lll_.,ll 1,._ U_,,.LIIIT_,,_,a ¢dd Ull_,,, %,k,¢lI IUI t'C_U [..P,Jt_'ldltl,.ll tl.,,ll_Ul, ga' kita IClI_Ul

and width of armature coil, c • distance between two layers, d • lateral position of armature coil, n •

number of turn of armature coil, x_t = (2-N_)r+ 4(l- 1)r, /l = 0(240-degree type), 2 = r/6(120-
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degree type), and the section is located at - Nat < x' < N,: •

The induced counter emf of armature coil is obtained by the equation

(( = U, V, W) (6)
E_- dt

Now, we aim here to view the electrical variables from the dq0-axes, where the zero-sequence component

appears due to the existence of the neutral line, i.e., it: +iv +iv/_ 0. A transformation matrix that maps

from three-phase axis to dq0-axeswith the power held constant is written as

,, xl +where %
/-

-si " 0 2/r _sin(O_+_a_)c = _ .o,, -s_.( ,. -T)
1 1

I'xl(t ) =x'-x = v.(u)du, vx(t ) • vehicle speed
s

In three-phase axes, the vector voltage equation becomes

Iii) li O 01(iU)ll |+ li M Mld(i'u ]]dt[t.v I EU }
0 RJ\iw) M L ) \t w Eve

(7)

(8)

Transformation of (7) by the mapping of (6) yields

I,_ = o9 l,, R + pl m 0 iq + Eq (9)

Vo 0 0 R + p(L + 2M io E o

• Vwhere I1a, q V0: source voltages, ia,iq,i 0 armature currents, co,_ =dOaq/dt, R,L,M: resistance,

self inductance, and mutual inductance between phases of armature, l_. = L - M. p = d / dt .

The interaction between the induced speed emf and the armature currents causes power dissipation,

and accordingly leads to energy conversion from electric power to dynamic power via magnetic field.

Finally, we get the propulsion force.

F_, = (EL, i_:+ Evi v + Ewi w ) / v = (Edi a + Eqiq + Eoi o) / v

otherwise, using the magnetic energy concept,

dC r C rFp = iraqoC _7_.l _t aq o +

where idq 0 = (i d,iq,io) r . _dqO = (_ld,_llq._lo) T

(to)

d_dq Odxt) (11)

Assuming sufficient control to keep thc d-axis and zcro-sequence currcnts at zero, the thrust coefficient

K F is defined as

K F : Fp/iq (12)
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where

And we have

2 { + sin(O_. }_f). +sin(0_,+2x }Kt_ = -_a, _n. sinO_ "gv- gv_ --_--). g_..

( 3r ) e-'_."2 ( r )gv_, = ea'"/2 cosak x2+ -_- + 2 + cosot k x1- _ + 2

7r

11 +I6

(13)

We also consider the model shown in Figure 2, which has 4-pole concentrated arrangement with

12-pole pitch space. The equations are slightly different from the case of the model-l, because the

inner and outer armature coils have different number of turns, while they have the same value in the
model-1.

_2

Let's consider a feeding system such that the power is fed to the sections where the vehicle exists

from three inverters to minimize the associated losses as shown in Figure 3. The block diagram is

constructed based on the voltage equation (9), combining with the feeding system and the controller.

We design a PI controller with cascade system, in which every inverter has its own current controller,

for the speed control to demonstrate the performance. Moreover, disturbance compensations are added

to the system, estimators of the speed emf and for the non-diagonal terms of the coefficient matrix that

appears in (9). The variables with the symbol tilde indicate the estimated signals in the block diagram.

The signals V'o, V'd and v'q are the outputs of current controllers, whereas Vo, v d andvq are the

compensated manipulated variables to be output from the inverters. The vehicle mass is denoted by

II $ • $ II $ II S II S II $

s m S m S m S m

- t==:_c==:=_:c::==_ cz::::::_r-""'_$ m r_3t=z=_t==::z3t=:=_3$ m _. II ,,
$

12-poll pitch spacm

Figure 2. SCM arrangement of Model 2
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Figure 3. Three-power converter System
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(b) d-axis

Eqa : Eqa
i

r 4" i rvD, v_h. - l _<,,. .

R+sl

i

vD v_.; - 1 ',,_..-;-m.+ , :

ff%c i Eqc I F°'+F°i +F°"

v" +iv_',. I. _rS--i,c_ I
qc " _'+ ' "-"_ K I I

+r ;-T

o3_l,.i ac iCoa_l,.i dc
• ............................................. i

(c) q-axis

Figure 4. Block diagram of the control system

M. The forces Fo, ., Fog and Fo, , are the drag forces resulting from the loss in magnetic levitatio

system, guideway gradient and air resistance that is proportional to the square of speed, respectively.

CALCULATED RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the speed emf induced in each one of the three-phase armature coils at the speed (

420km/h, which were calculated for the two cases of the 120-degree coil pitch type and the 240-degre

coil pitch type. The comparison indicates that more high frequency components of emf are induced i

the case of the 120-degree coil pitch type. As is easily seen, the amplitude increases and decrease

when the vehicle enters and leaves the corresponding section, respectively. The thrust coefficien
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calculated from (13) are shown in Figure 6. The values are shown for the single section case and the

resultant case made up from neighboring sections. The resultant value is kept at some range near the

steady value in either case, though the thrust coefficient changes between 0 to the resultant value for

the single section. However, one noticeable thing is the severe pulsation for the 120-degree coil pitch

type, resulting in possible high frequency dynamic force generation at SCM's even if the armature

current itself is well controlled. In that respect, the 240-degree coil pitch type has better characteristics,

but it still has a pulsation. It can be concluded that this pulsation appears due to the vehicle design

where the number of the concentrated arrangement SCM is an odd number. This design brings about

changing of the amplitude of the flux linkage with time for one section coil.

Accordingly, the vehicle should have even number of concentrated SCMs and Figure 7 shows the

numerical example calculated for 2-pole concentrated arrangement of SCMs to prove this statement. In

this case, the flux linkage amplitude is kept constant while the whole vehicle SCM's are positioned in

one section as shown in Figure 7(a). Then the thrust coefficient has a constant value.

Next, we show the speed control simulations using the Model 2 with the three-power converter

system. Two significant conditions are assumed: (i) The guideway has a tunnel. (ii) One of the 3

inverters, the inverter C, is disabled, and the corresponding circuit is opened so that unnecessary

currents can't flow. Figure 8 shows the results. From the aerodynamic drag force profile, it may be

understood that the speed control is working well as a result, because its value solely depends upon the

vehicle speed other than the constants of the tunnel. On the normal guideway, the aerodynamic drag is

about 50kN, and inside the tunnel it is about 90kN. Although the generated propulsion force follows

well the aerodynamic drag except for some area, there appears rippled propulsion force at regular

intervals. As mentioned earlier, the thrust coefficient has some steady value that is made from

neighboring sections. But, these areas are where the vehicle runs partly on the section C, which is

connected to the disabled inverter. Therefore, the thrust coefficient has ripples, producing the rippled

forces. Propulsion force is controlled directly by q-axis current. Figure 8(c) shows the applied

voltage of q-axis component at each section, where the C-section voltage is 0 from the assumption.

During the period that the vehicle runs in the tunnel, the voltage amplitudes have larger values, and

their profiles are almost proportional to the aerodynamic drag force. In Figure 8(d), the dqO

components of the inverter A are shown. The d-axis voltage has comparatively large value because it

needs to cancel the coupling voltage from q-axis. The q-axis current value changes just as required to

produce the propulsion force, while d-axis and zero-sequence currents are suppressed at almost zero as

can be seen from Figure 8(e). Finally, the vehicle acceleration in the running direction is shown in

Figure 8(f). The magnitude is small enough in spite of the rippled propulsion forces at some areas,

which coincide with the time that the acceleration occurs. Our speed control system works well under

the assumed conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown a methodology for the mathematical treatment of the su_rconducting linear

synchronous motor, which makes it possible to define the thrust coefficient and to construct the speed

control system block diagram. The formulation has been made in dq0-axis taking account of the space

harmonic magnetic fields and time harmonic induced voltages of armature coils. First, it was found

out that the vehicle-borne SCM should be arranged concentrically with even number of SCMs so as to

not have rippled propulsion forces. Second, the speed control system was designed with the structure
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of the power feeding system comprised of three inverters. Computer simulations have shown that the

speed control system works well under the condition that the guideway has a tunnel and one of the

inverters is disabled.
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